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Abstra t
This te hni al report presents an introdu tion to ontent-based information retrieval (CBIR) in the domain of medi al imaging. CBIR
is a very a tively resear hed area in re ent years, however, utilising
it in the health are

ommunity is still relatively new and unexplored.

This report provides a survey of

urrent CBIR resear h, with spe-

ial emphasis on medi al imaging. Resear h has also been done in the
MPEG-7 area, espe ially on the Contour Shape Des riptor. An implementation and experimental results of the Contour Shape Des riptor
using Curvature S ale Spa e (CSS) are also dis ussed.
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1 Introdu tion
The re ent information explosion in multimedia ontent, parti ular visual
information, has lead to massive demand for multimedia data storage. The
same situation has happened in the medi al imaging eld too, reating a need
for eÆ ient visual information management. Probably millions of medi al
images are aptured and reated daily, and to nd a parti ular image with
some degree of similarity proves to be very diÆ ult.
To address the above issues, ontent-based retrieval has been proposed.
It is an important alternative and omplement to traditional keyword-based
sear hing for multimedia data and an greatly enhan e the a ura y of the
information being returned. Currently, most sear h engines are totally or
mostly based on keyword sear h, and ontent-based retrieval is a tively being
investigated in various image pro essing and multimedia laboratories.
A key development in ontent-based systems is a new international standardisation work item alled \Multimedia Content Des ription Interfa e",
referred to as MPEG-7 [1℄. MPEG-7 spe i es a standard set of `des riptors'
to des ribe various features within multimedia information. In addition, a
Des ription De nition Language (DDL) is being developed to spe ify Des ription S hemes (DS), hierar hi al sets of des riptions de ning multimedia
obje ts. In our proje t, we aim to adopt MPEG-7 standard methodology
to our ontent des ription interfa e system, as it would greatly in rease the
han es of universal information sharing and ex hange.
There are some preliminary su esses with the use of ontent-based information retrieval (CBIR) in the multimedia industry, parti ularly in elds
of broad asting and entertainment. In medi al imaging, pure ontent-based
retrieval without sensible human intera tion or feedba k will probably return
thousands of (or no) results, and hen e, further elaboration by the user is
en ouraged.
This leads to another a tively resear hed subje t, whi h is to in lude a
human as an integral part of the feedba k loop. This theory is opposed to
the fully automati theory of omputer vision pattern re ognition. However, a human should only take part in the pro ess when it is ne essary, and
minimising the intera tion of the human is highly desired. This ts with
the theory that a human is always an indispensable part of an image retrieval system. In fa t, this resear h trend has already been re e ted in a
number of ontent-based image retrieval systems. For example, a team of
MIT resear hers moved from the \automated" Photobook to \intera tive"
FourEyes [2℄ [3℄. This showed that the trend in resear h and development
1

had hanged ourse over the years. In addition, the MARS team formally
proposed a \Relevan e Feedba k" ar hite ture [4℄ for image retrieval, where
human and omputer ould intera t with ea h other to improve the retrieval
performan e. In [4℄, Relevan e Feedba k \is the pro ess of automati ally
adjusting an existing query using information fed-ba k by the user about the
relevan e of previously retrieved do uments." Experiments in MARS showed
that retrieval performan e an be improved onsiderably by using Relevan e
Feedba k.
It would bene t both the image retrieval resear h and the medi al industry if a web based system was available. This approa h has been taken by
WebMIRS [5℄ , whi h is a web-based medi al information retrieval system.
Below is a brief des ription of several sele ted ontent-based image retrieval systems.
Query By Image Content (QBIC) [6℄ is the earliest ommer ial ontentbased system. QBIC supports queries based on example images, sket h by
user, drawing, olour et .
Another system \Virage" is developed by Virage In . [7℄. It is slightly
more powerful than QBIC as it supports ombination queries. For example,
users an request queries based on example to have half of the weighting
ratio, while sket hing, and olour determination ea h have a quarter of the
weighting ratio.
MARS (Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System) [8℄ is another ontentbased image retrieval system . The features of MARS are the integration of
Database Management System (DBMS) and Information Retrieval (IR), and
the integration of omputer(automati ) and human (manual) feedba k.
Now, we will identify the main aims to whi h the resear h e ort is fo used.
1. To enable lini ians to sear h for medi al image data e ortlessly and
eÆ iently by developing an intelligent medi al image sear h and retrieval system. To a hieve this, an eÆ ient image feature analysis engine should be developed, and a hierar hi al ontent des ription and
indexing te hnique should be investigated. Su h a te hnique will enable the retrieval of images whi h share ertain hara teristi s. Lastly,
an intelligent query interfa e whi h in orporates user feedba k should
be developed.
2. Demonstrate and evaluate the proposed ontent des ription interfa e
using a variety of medi al images, in a networked environment. Investigate inter-operability and multi-level se urity issues, and its extension
2

permitting Internet a ess. To a hieve this, tra king of the development of MPEG-7 and utilisation of the standardised format should be
a ne essity. The possibility of heterogeneous ompatibility should be
exploited too, whi h may in lude developing a web based system to
en ourage information ex hange.
Figure 1 shows the overall on ept of the proposed ontent-based medi al
image information system. The system is partitioned into two se tions. The
rst se tion is on erned with the storage of medi al information as well as
medi al images. The other is about the e e tive sear h and retrieval of information. There is also a entral repository whi h stores all relevant data that
is required for eÆ ient storage, sear h and retrieval. It ontains information
su h as the Des ription De nition Language, the Des riptor S hemes' stru ture, the Des riptors' syntax, as well as the stored medi al information and
images themselves.
A graphi al user interfa e will be the medium by whi h the lini ian
intera ts with the system. Su h a system will ease the user's understanding of
the system by returning appropriate instru tions (feedba k) to gain in reased
relevan e and spe i results. Su h results an again trigger another round
of feedba k from the user, if the user suspe ts that loser results may be
obtained. This pro ess is slightly similar to the "training" of a per eptron in
a neural network system. Hen e, to train the system to be more intelligent
by automati ally returning more favourable results an be investigated in
future.
During the storage of medi al images and information, the lini ian will
intera t with the system to spe ify what kind of information should be
re orded and extra ted from the image. The image will then undergo feature
extra tion and image pre-pro essing. The extra ted features will be used to
generate ertain des riptions of the image ontent, whi h an be used by the
sear h and retrieval me hanism. The des ription will then be en oded into
binary form for storage.
When a lini ian requires ertain images whi h ontain ertain features
or artifa ts, he/she an request the system to sear h the database for images
whi h t his/her des riptions. The sear hed results will then be displayed.
The lini ian an re ne the sear h, or give omment (feedba k) to the system,
whi h auses the system to perform further sear hes as appropriate. This will
be repeated until the lini ian is satis ed with the result, or until the system
is unable to respond further.
The proposed system should be designed with future expansion in mind.
3
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed system
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New Des riptors and Des ription S hemes should be able to be easily added
to the entral repository, whi h in turn may ne essitate, new feature extra tion methods for e e tive des ription generation.
This report details work on shape-based image ontent des ription and retrieval. We have used the methodology adopted by MPEG-7 using a ContourBased Shape des riptor based on the Curvature S ale Spa e representation
[9℄ of the ontour. Shape-based image des ription is hosen be ause shape
representation is important in some medi al images. This will a t as a starting point to develop an e e tive and intelligent medi al imaging sear h and
retrieval system.
Also, as it is re ommended by the MPEG-7 ommittee, this will enable
data to be read by systems whi h are MPEG-7 ompatible, and easily onverted to other standards.
The organisation of this report is as follows. A brief introdu tion of
urrent resear h in medi al imaging sear h and retrieval system has been
dis ussed in this se tion. The next se tion presents a literature review of
various ontent des ription methods, with further elaboration on MPEG-7.
Se tion 3 shows the resear h work that has been done on shape-based image
retrieval. In the last se tion of this report, on lusions to the work that has
been done are drawn and future resear h is addressed.

2 Content Des ription
Traditionally, textual based methods have been used for the des ription and
sear hing of predominantly alphanumeri information. However, it is known
that for multimedia information, text is not enough to des ribe the ri h
ontent of the data. Hen e, ontent-based image retrieval systems have been
proposed [10℄ [11℄ [12℄. Content-based image retrieval di ers from traditional
text-based image retrieval as information is indexed by visual ontent. For
example, an image is indexed by olour, texture et . Also, ontent-based
image retrieval should o er an intelligent way of invoking the right features
(e.g. olour) asso iated with the images to assist retrieval. The development
of MPEG-7 aims to standardise the ontent des ription approa h, whi h inludes grouping and de ning sets of standard features (known as des riptors)
whi h an be used to des ribe a wide variety of multimedia ontent, in luding
images.
Coded ontent des ription an be onsidered as a form of Metadata, a
term whi h means \data about the data". This probably sounds mu h more
5

familiar as the term is used more ommonly. Currently, there are a number
of Metadata standards in use, ea h de ned for spe i purposes. The more
popular standards in lude the following [13℄:
The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (http://purl.org/d /) has de ned
a metadata element set to fa ilitate the dis overy of ele troni resour es.
Dublin Core's metadata, or des riptor, is used for fast information retrieval
and sear h operations. It also links to the Resour e Des ription Framework
(RDF) (http://www.w3.org/RDF). This standard supports a number of des ription ommunities, and is espe ially su essful in digital libraries. This
has made ontent des ription (i.e. metadata) being widely a epted in the
library ommunity.
Another standard is developed by the TV Anytime Forum (http://www.tvanytime.org/). The standard is spe i ally developed to enable audio-visual
and its related servi es, whi h are based on mass-market, high-volume digital
storage.
The So iety of Motion Pi ture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) has
also developed a standard known as The Dynami Metadata Di tionary Unique Material Identi ers (UMIDs) [14℄.
A standard developed spe i ally for use in the medi al ommunity is
known as Digital Imaging and Communi ation in Medi ine (DICOM). It
de nes the proto ols and me hanisms to manage and transfer medi al data,
primarily in the ontext of radiology. It merges the patient information
together with the medi al image data into a format known as the DICOM
image.
The DICOM standard is very spe i to the health are ommunity and
retains an i oni (simple pi ture) data representation. An example of a wider
inter hange standard is the PAPYRUS format whi h is used with the OSRIS
display and manipulation platform at the University Hospital of Geneva. The
system made a move to open systems by using widely available omputer industry standard, su h as SQL-based distributed databases and TCP-IP networking. Another similar approa h is being used in the Web-based Medi al
Information Retrieval System (WebMIRS) [8℄.
It is shown that the urrent resear h dire tion is towards a more open
medi al imaging ar hite ture. So naturally, the urrent e ort of MPEG to
establish a new ontent des ription standard known formally as \Multimedia
Content Des ription Interfa e"(MPEG-7) is in alignment with the resear h
obje tive.
In orporating MPEG-7 into the system ar hite ture will enable image
6

storage to be less patient-oriented and permit the sear hing for similar visual obje ts and artifa ts, perhaps even over heterogeneous systems, whi h
support the MPEG-7 standard.
2.1

Multimedia Content Des ription Interfa e

MPEG-7 [15℄ is an ISO/IEC standard developed by the Moving Pi ture Experts Group (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29 WG11). In the Overview of the MPEG-7
Standard, it states that MPEG-7 \... aims to reate a standard for des ribing
the multimedia ontent data that will support some degree of interpretation
of the information's meaning, whi h an be a essed by or passed onto a
devi e or a omputer ode.". Also, MPEG-7 is not aimed at any one appliation, but aims to support as broad a range of appli ations as possible.
MPEG-7 needs to provide a exible and extensible framework for des ribing audio-visual data. Therefore, it de nes a set of methods and tools for
the di erent steps of multimedia des ription. Standardisation will apply to
the follow omponents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Des riptors
Des ription S hemes (DS)
Des ription De nition Language (DDL)
Methods to en ode des riptions

MPEG-7 systems will in lude tools that are needed to prepare MPEG-7
Des riptions for eÆ ient transport and storage, and to allow syn hronisation
between ontent and des riptions. However, at this stage, su h tools are still
being developed, and the approa h we have taken is to develop our own tools.
Des ription De nition Language (DLL) is de ned as \ a language that
allows the reation of new Des ription S hemes and possibly, Des riptors. It
also allows the extension and modi ation of existing Des ription S hemes."
The DDL will be based on the XML S hema Language, but will not be
limited to it as DDL is required to ater for a huge range of appli ations and
urrent standards.
For a more omprehensive de nition and introdu tion to MPEG-7 terminologies and te hnologies, please refer to [15℄.
7

2.1.1

Des riptor

The de nition of a Des riptor is a presentation of a Feature. \A Des riptor
de nes the syntax and the semanti s of the Feature representation. A Feature is a distin tive hara teristi of the data whi h signi es something to
somebody.", a ording to the MPEG ommittee.
A Des riptor will allow an evaluation of the orresponding feature via
the des riptor value. A Des riptor may ontain more than one value, and
all or part of them an be used to evaluate a orresponding feature. Also,
a single feature an have several Des riptors to des ribe it, for di erent requirements. An example is for texture, where Luminan e Edge Histogram
and Homogeneous Texture Des riptors an be used.
For medi al imaging, a few Des riptors have been hosen to be studied
for their suitability. Contour-Based Shape Des riptor has been studied and
found suitable. More information about the Contour-Based Shape Des riptor
will be explained in 3.1. Texture browsing, edge histogram and region lo ator
Des riptors will be investigated in the near future.
2.1.2

Des ription S heme

A Des ription S heme is de ned as: \A Des ription S heme (DS) spe i es
the stru ture and semanti s of the relationships between its omponents,
whi h may be both Des riptors and Des ription S hemes."
Simply speaking, a Des ription S heme is used to group individual Des riptors, or even other DS, to form a systemati semanti tree-stru ture
information about a pie e of information, su h as an image.
The distin tion between a Des ription S heme and a Des riptor is that
a Des riptor an only ontain basi data types, or Des riptor Values, and it
does not refer to another Des riptor or DS.
An example of a Des ription S heme is the StillRegion DS, whi h is part
of the standard DS in MPEG-7 [16℄. This is a Segment DS, derived from the
generi Segment DS, whi h des ribes spe i types of audio-visual segments.
Other segment DSs are the Video Segment DS, Mosai DS, Moving Region
DS, Video Text DS, Audio Segment DS and Audio Visual Segment DS.
The StillRegion DS then has various Des riptors to des ribe a still region
segment of an image. Some Des riptors are EdgeHistogram, TextureBrowsing and DominantColor et .
8

Studies performed on the Des ription S heme found that probably the
existing DS in MPEG-7 standard is not suÆ ient for medi al image retrieval.
A new DS should be formulated for the purpose of medi al images, as medi al
images are semanti ally mu h more distin t then generi images. This will
be investigated after all relevant Des riptors have been explored.

3 Comparing Medi al Images
To ompare medi al images, we have de ided to implement a shape des ription te hnique. Shape des ription is an important issue in obje t re ognition
as it is use to measure geometri attributes of an obje t, whi h is an important feature for various medi al images.
An overview of various shape des ription te hniques is provided in [17℄.
Shape des ription te hniques an be lassi ed as Boundary Based Methods
or Region Based Methods. They are then further ategorised into Transform
Domain and Spatial Domain, while Spatial Domain is again ategorised into
Partial (O lusion) and Complete (No O lusion). The most su essful shape
des riptors are Fourier Des riptors [18℄ and Moment Invariants [19℄. However, in [17℄, the authors did not mention Curvature S ale Spa e, hen e,
we suggest that Curvature S ale Spa e is onsidered as a Boundary Based
Method in the Transform Domain. This is due to the boundary being transformed into a S ale Spa e representation, although it uses the urvature as
the basi measurement.
3.1

Curvature S ale Spa e Des ription for Shape Representation

A very fast and reliable method for shape similarity retrieval in large image
databases is by using the Curvature S ale Spa e te hnique. This is also very
robust with respe t to noise, s ale and orientation hanges of the obje t.
The Curvature S ale Spa e (CSS) representation of a ontour is the re ommended te hnique by MPEG-7 for ontour shape similarity mat hing.
Filtering based on shape ontour also targets query-by-example [20℄. The
representation of ontour shape is very ompa t, less than 14 bytes in size
on average.
To reate a CSS des ription for a ontour shape following the MPEG-7
method, a losed ontour must rst be obtained. The ontour points of the
9

ontour must be known. Assume there are n ontour points omprising the
ontour and we have:
=(

1 1 ); (x2 ; y2); ::(x

x ;y

n;

yn

)

(3.1)

is the set of individual points representing the and oordinates
respe tively. The points need to be resampled as equidistant points. After
that, the and oordinates must be parameterised by the urve ar -length
parameter , where is normalised to take values from 0 to 1. We then have
to onstru t the fun tion ( ) and ( ) from the and oordinates.
The next step is to sele t a good value of , the number of equidistant
points the fun tions ( ) and ( ) will be resampled to. From [20℄, it is
understood that the value of = 256 is usually suÆ ient for typi al image/video appli ations. Given , we an nd the values of the two fun tions
by using linear interpolation. We name the resampled fun tions ( ) and
( ) where is from 0 to 255 (if = 256). ( ) and ( ) then repeatedly
undergo a low-pass lter operation whi h performs a onvolution with the
normative (0.25,0.5,0.25) kernel.
The urvature of the ltered urve is
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where ( ) = ( ) ( 1 ), ( ) = ( )
( 1 ),
( ) = ( ) ( 1 ) and ( ) = ( )
( 1 ).
We nd the minima and maxima of the urvature by nding the zero
rossings of ( ). The nding of zero rossings should not be limited only
to nding all pairs of onse utive indi es ( + 1), for whi h ( ) ( +
1 ) 0 as indi ated in [20℄.Otherwise, those zero rossings whi h span a
few points, su h as those with intermediate zero(s) (e.g. = 0 1 +1 =
0 +2 = 0 1) will be missed. Indi es of ea h zero rossing and the
orresponding number of passes of the lter are re orded. The CSS image
of a ontour is the binary image where the -axis represents and the axis represents . All the \a tive" points orrespond to zero rossings of the
urvature.
The MPEG-7 spe i des riptor binary representation syntax of Contour
shape using Curvature S ale Spa e is listed in table 1.
NumberOfPeaks refers to the total number of peaks in the CSS image. If
the ontour is onvex, there will be no peaks at all.
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Table 1: Des riptor Binary Representation Syntax
ContourShape f
Number of bits
numberOfPeaks
6
GlobalCurvatureVe tor
2*6
if(numberOfPeaks !=0)f
PrototypeCurvatureVe tor
2*6
g
HighestPeakY
7
for(k=1;k<numberOfPeaks;k++)f PeakX[k℄
6
PeakY[k℄
3
g
g
There are two values needed for the GlobalCurvatureVe tor, namely E entri ity and Cir ularity. Cir ularity is de ned as:
ir ularity

=

perimeter

2

(3.3)

area

This is uniformly quantised to 6 bits in the range of 12 to 110. If the value
is larger than 110, it is lipped to 110. Cir ularity is the rst value of the
GlobalCurvatureVe tor.
The se ond value of the GlobalCurvatureVe tor is E entri ity, obtained
as follows:
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(3.6)

where (
) is the enter of mass of the shape and
points inside the shape.
E entri ity is thus de ned as:
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After obtaining the above value, it is uniformly quantised to 6 bits in the
range from 1 to 10, and lipped to 10 if ne essary.
The next set of values re orded in the binary representation is the PrototypeCurvatureVe tor. These are a tually the values of E entri ity and
Cir ularity of the prototype ontour. The prototype ontour is the ontour
whi h is totally onvex and there are no more zero rossings in ( ). It is
the nal ontour after multiple passes of the normative lter.
HighestPeakY is the parameter of the lter orresponding to the highest
peak in the CSS image. It an be al ulated as:
[0℄ )0 6
=38(
(3.8)
K j; k

H ighestP eakY

:

y ss

2
N samples

:

where
[0℄ is the number of passes of the normative kernel lter orresponding to the highest peak, and Nsamples is the number of equidistant
points on the ontour initially used as the input to the pro ess.
As above, it is uniformly quantised to 7 bits in the range from 0 to 1.7.
Finally, the last two sets of values in the binary representation syntax denote the parameters of the remaining (up to 63) prominent peaks. Prominent
peaks are those peaks where their height is greater than
 0 05
after transformation. The peaks are represented in de reasing order in respe t to their peak height value.
First, we al ulate
[ ℄. We normalise the distan e along the ontour
by the length of the ontour, using the point where the highest peak is found
as the starting point [0℄. The value of
[ ℄ will be the normalised
distan e from [0℄ to the k-th peak on the ontour in a lo kwise dire tion.
Finally the
[ ℄ is obtained by quantising
[ ℄ to 6 bits by the
normalised distan e in the range from 0 to 1.
The transformed height of the th peak is known as
[ ℄, and is
al ulated as:
[ ℄ )0 6
(3.9)
[ ℄=38(
y ss

H ighestP eakY

:

xpeak k

P

xpeak k

P

P eakX k

xpeak k

k

ypeak k

ypeak k

y ss k

2
N samples

:

:

After uniformly quantising
[ ℄ in the range from 0 to
3 bits, we obtain
[ ℄. This implies that the value of
on the value of
[ 1℄, whi h a ts as its value range.
ypeak k

P eakY k

[ 1℄ to
[ ℄ depends

ypeak k

P eakY k

ypeak k
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3.2

Mat hing of S ale Spa e Images

All shape boundary ontours in the database an be well represented by their
unique CSS image presentation. More spe i ally, they an be de ned by the
maxima of urvature zero rossing ontours of the CSS image [9℄. The reason
for using the maxima of the urvature zero rossing is that they are the most
signi ant points of the zero- rossing ontours. It also onveys information
on the lo ation and the s ale of the orresponding ontour [21℄. Hen e, the
mat hing is a hieved by nding two CSS images whi h share similar sets of
maxima.
Also, the CSS image is reated by dete ting the hange of urvature, so
that it is invariant under rotation, s ale and orientation. Hen e, mat hing
using the CSS image will ensure that su h physi al varian es of the same
image will not be treated as di eren es.
The representation is also robust with respe t to noise. Modi ed versions
of the CSS image te hnique, known as the Renormalised Curvature S ale
Spa e Image and the Resampled Curvature S ale Spa e Image, are more
robust to ertain kinds of noise, su h as non-uniform noise or severe uniform
noise [22℄. By using the above mentioned CSS image te hniques, one ould
in rease the a ura y of the mat hing pro ess.
Another advantage of using this te hnique is that a mat h an be found
qui kly. This is due to the relatively few features, i.e. maxima of urvature
zero rossing, required to be mat hed. This is espe ially true at the high
s ales of the CSS image where the maxima are sparse.
The initial task for mat hing is to horizontally shift one of the two sets
of maxima by some amount. The best hoi e to determine the amount of
shifting required is to shift one of the CSS images so that its major maximum overlaps with the major maximum of the other CSS image. If the two
CSS images are similar, su h shifting would enable the similarity of the CSS
images to be easily dis overed, either by al ulation or human visualisation.
After shifting, the similarity value an be al ulated. A threshold has
to be set as to what value of di eren e an be allowed to be onsidered a
mat hed maxima. After determining whi h maxima are onsider mat hed,
the al ulation of similarity value is the summation of the Eu lidean distan e
between the mat hed pairs, plus the summation of the verti al oordinates
of the unmat hed pairs.
In order to minimise the omparison time for large databases, the aspe t
ratios of the CSS images, e entri ity and ir ularity ould be used to s ale
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down the amount of mat hing to be performed [9℄.
In the MPEG-7 ontour shape Des riptor, information required for an
eÆ ient mat hing operation, su h as e entri ity and ir ularity, is in luded.
Also, the Des riptor is already sorted a ording to height of the peaks, whi h
on rm that the major maximum, i.e. Highest Peak, is at the starting position.
The mat hing algorithm spe i ed in [23℄ is as follow:
1. Compare the global parameters of both CSS images. If they di er signi antly then no more omparison is required. The following equations
have to be ful lled for further mat hing to be performed:
j [0℄ [0℄j 
(3.10)
( [0℄ [0℄)
q

M AX

r

;

q

j [1℄

Th e

r

[1℄j 
(3.11)
( [1℄ [1℄)
where [0℄ and [0℄ are e entri ity values for the query and model
images respe tively, and [1℄ and [1℄ are the ir ularity values for
the query and model images.
and
are the thresholds where
= 0 6 and
= 1 0.
2. For CSS images whi h ful l the above onditions, the similarity measure
M is omputed as below:
j +0 3  j [1℄ [1℄j +
= 0 4  j [0℄( [0℄ [0℄[0℄)
(3.12)
( [1℄ [1℄)
where
= +
(3.13)
and is the summation over all mat hed peaks while is the summation of all unmat hed query and model peaks. Hen e, we have
= ((
[℄
[ ℄)2 + (
[℄
[ ℄)2) (3.14)
where and are indi es of the query and model peaks that mat h,
and
= (
[ ℄)2
(3.15)
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r

q
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Th e
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:
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:

r
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i
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Su

Su

X

xpeak i

xpeak j

j

Su

X

ypeak i

ypeak j

ypeak i

The similarity measure will be zero if two mat hes are exa tly the same,
and will produ e a greater value if they have a greater level of di eren e.
Other similar algorithms to mat h CSS images an be found in [24℄ and
[21℄.
M
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3.3

Creation of Contour Images

Before the reation of a CSS image, one is required to obtain a losed boundary ontour for the obje t of interest. Su h a ontour is not readily available
and there might be multiple hoi es for su h ontours in a single image.
Therefore, a method is required to extra t the orre t losed boundary ontour from the original image. Often ontours are is obtained from a light-box
setup or other simple single ontour images. However, as medi al images are
mu h more omplex, a reliable ontour extra tion is required.
A method based on image intensity thresholding and user feedba k is
urrently being investigated with some initial su ess. Su h a method relies
more on the user's visual skill to per eive the obje t ontour that he/she
requires. This ould ensure that the right ontour is always aptured. The
drawba k of su h a method is the requirement of signi ant user intera tion.
The possibility of redu ing the dependen y on the user will be exploited in
the near future.
The algorithm for obtaining the orre t ontour is:
1. First, display the original image. An input from the user is required
to threshold the intensity of the image, so that any value below the
threshold is bla k(0), and the remainder as white(1). This will reate
a binary image.
The sele ted threshold should enable the ontour (outline) of the required obje t in the original image to be visible to the user after the
original image has been onverted to a binary image. Else, the user
should resele t the value again until the above ondition is met.
2. After a binary image is produ ed, an edge dete tor, su h as the Canny
edge dete tor, will be imposed on the binary image. The result will be
an image onsisting only of lines. Again, he k whether the required
obje t's boundary ontour is visible enough. If not, perform the last
step again.
3. The morphologi al operations of erosion and dilation are then performed on the lines. Su h an operation an regenerate the lines, but
only one pixel wide [25℄. Other morphologi al operations may also
be operated on the binary image to in rease the han e of obtaining a
quality losed ontour. Su h operations an in lude bridging previously
un onne ted pixels or remove H- onne ted pixels.
15

4. Finally, border tra ing [26℄ is used to tra e the boundary of the sele ted
obje t. The user is required to input the starting point to let the system
know whi h obje t is of interest. During border tra ing, we also seek
how many dire tions a point an link to. If there is more than one
link, i.e., there are bran hes, user input will be sought to larify whi h
bran h is the orre t one. This is preferred over letting the algorithm
\jumping" into the rst link (bran h) it dis overs, whi h might not be
the right one.
However, if a losed ontour is not aptured, the above algorithm will
fail. A modi ed border tra ing method is used so that it an apture
the whole ontour, even if it has an open end. When an open end is
dis overed, the user is again required to sele t another ontour, whi h
we assume here, is part of the required nal ontour.
After the user is satis ed with the ontours aptured, the system will
then link all ontours together, hen e reating a losed ontours.
To su essfully obtain a ontour, instead of using the intensity thresholding method, various segmentation te hniques ould be used too. A morphologi al operation based approa h has been used for image segmentation
for some time [27℄. However, su h an approa h is not sophisti ated enough
to segment omplex images. Another te hnique, proposed in [28℄ is to make
use of the individual strengths of watershed analysis and relaxation labelling.
Some other popular segmentation te hniques are based on Edge Flow [29℄,
Delaunay triangulation [30℄ and fuzzy entropy [31℄. All the above mentioned
segmentation algorithms are automati and do not depend on user input.
Hen e, to obtain a ontour of a parti ular obje t, a further step will be
required to spe ify the obje t.
There are also various other obje t segmentation algorithms, whi h require some human intera tion. A omputer-assisted boundary extra tion
method has been suggested in [32℄. Other approa hes in lude an algorithm
whi h is based on lustering and grouping in spatial- olour-texture spa e [33℄,
and an a tive ontours based algorithm [34℄.
3.4
3.4.1

Examples
Creation of a

losed

ontour

A window image will be used as an example. Figure 2(a) is the original
image of the window. We are interested in apturing the upper triangle of
16

the window. However, as the upper triangle obje t is not a losed ontour,
user intera tion is required. The rst time, the algorithm will grab the rst
part of the ontour that the user spe i es, as shown in gure 2(d). Then,
the algorithm will grab the next part of the ontour, as shown in gure 2(e).
Finally, when the user is satis ed, he/she will request the algorithm to lose
the ontour, and the omplete losed ontour is aptured as in gure 2(f).
An originally losed ontour will only require the user to intera t with
the system on e, that is, to spe ify whi h ontour is of interested.
3.4.2

Creation of a CSS Des riptor

Here, an example on an image of the human elbow is presented. Figure 3(a)
is the original image. We are interested in apturing a part of the image near
the entre, slightly to the top, just above the joint (see gure 3(e)). After
onverting the image to lines by the method mentioned above, we get the
image as in gure 3( ). The user is required to li k on the obje t of interest
in the image, whi h will grab a losed ontour as in gure 3(d). After that,
the maxima of the zero rossings an be found by using the CSS algorithm .
A binary CSS image of the ontour is show in gure 3(f)
The values obtained from the algorithm are onverted into a Des riptor,
and the stored information is as below:
NumberOfPeaks : 11 (unsigned 6 bit)
GlobalCurvatureVe tor : 64 , 5 (unsigned 6 bit)
PrototypeCurvatureVe tor : 19, 4 (unsigned 6 bit)
HighestPeakY : 35 (unsigned 7 bit)
PeakX : 18, 44, 53, 47, 26, 3, 59, 14, 58, 22 (unsigned 6 bit)
PeakY : 5, 4, 2, 3, 7, 6, 4, 5, 6, 6 (unsigned 3 bit)
We an then ompare this CSS des riptor with others to see how mu h
they di er.
3.4.3

Mat hing Result

A mat hing example will make use of the sh ontour whi h is provided from
[35℄. All the CSS Des riptors for the sh ontours have been generated in
advan e before the omparison. Then their Des riptors are ompared and
the result is listed on table 4 and table 5.
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(a) Original image

(b) Intensity Threshold = 0.5

( ) After edge dete tion

(d) Capture of the rst ontour

(e) Capture of the se ond ontour (f) Complete the ontour apture
Figure 2: Contour apture steps using the window image
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elbow_sagittal_58.jpg

(a) Original image

(b) Intensity Threshold = 0.53

( ) After edge dete tion

(d) Capture of the losed ontour
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(e) Closed ontour on the original image
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Figure 3: Des riptor reation steps using the brain image
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250

(f) CSS image of ontour

300

In the table, the smaller the gure, the loser it is to the query image.
Table 2 and 3 show the outline of the sh images whi h are used for
omparison. The mirror images of the shes are show on the left hand side.
Table 4 shows the omparison results with ea h sh, where NC means
there is no omparison as they are too di erent to warrant omparison. This
is be ause they are ltered by the e entri ity and ir ularity measurement.
Table 5 shows the omparison results with the mirror images of the sh.
In table 4, it an be observed that the similarity measure of image no. 1
ompared to image no. 2 is slightly di erent when no. 2 is ompared to no.
1. The reason for this is that the omparison riteria (query) is di erent. For
images no. 9 and no. 11, they have numerous "NC", as their features are
quite di erent from the rest. During the multimple omparisons of images
to no. 1, it an be found that image no. 5 is the most similar, while no. 9 is
the most distin t.
In table 5, it an be observed that when the image is ompared to its
own mirror, the similarity measure might not be too small. This means
the mirror of the image is not very similar to its original image. However,
the more symetri al they are, the loser are their mirror images to original
images.

4 Con lusions and Future Work
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) ould potentially play an important
role in modern medi al imaging systems. It has been extensively studied in
the eld of multimedia and generi image pro essing. However, mu h more
work has to be done for the medi al imaging eld. The proposed resear h
has been on erned with the development of a ontent-based medi al imaging
interfa e, whi h makes use of CBIR and a user feedba k interfa e, but based
on the evolving ontent des ription standard,MPEG-7.
This report des ribes the work that has been done so far, whi h in ludes
the implementation of the CSS algorithm, onversion from image obje t to
CSS Des riptor, and the CSS mat hing pro ess. This ompletes a study for
a single des riptor. Some ba kground reading on CBIR is also presented in
the rst part of this report.
By using the maxima of urvature zero rossing ontours of the CSS
image, the obje t's boundary ontour an be represented. The ontour is
20

No.

Table 2: Images of the shes Part 1
Image
Mirror Image

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
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No.

Table 3: Images of the shes Part 2
Image
Mirror Image

9
10

11

12
22

23

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
0
0.4488
0.3451
0.3388
0.2068
0.3245
0.2644
0.3584
0.5372
0.3422
0.4557
0.2944

2
0.4419
0
0.2754
0.4566
0.3868
0.3223
0.4205
0.5027
NC
0.3752
NC
0.5068

3
0.3536
0.2846
0
0.5285
0.2869
0.3230
0.4607
0.4470
NC
0.3543
NC
0.4360

Table 4: Comparison to the original images
4
5
6
7
8
9
0.3263 0.1967 0.3631 0.1699 0.3451 0.5512
0.4455 0.3820 0.3334 0.4135 0.5173 NC
0.5271 0.2717 0.3365 0.4795 0.4588 NC
0
0.4396 0.4156 0.2369 0.3740 0.6040
0.4313 0
0.2589 0.4264 0.4480 NC
0.4265 0.1738 0
0.4348 0.4485 NC
0.2341 0.2722 0.4130 0
0.3635 0.4463
0.4093 0.4293 0.5156 0.4067 0
0.4501
0.6382 NC
NC 0.4393 0.4521 0
0.3520 0.2257 0.2348 0.4448 0.4741 NC
0.5411 NC
NC 0.5332 0.3033 0.1916
0.3360 0.3528 0.4281 0.3541 0.2346 0.5300

10
0.3495
0.3824
0.3119
0.4594
0.2710
0.2198
0.4131
0.4904
NC
0
NC
0.3757

11
0.4662
NC
NC
0.5424
NC
NC
0.5397
0.2398
0.1884
NC
0
0.4304

12
0.3076
0.4872
0.4290
0.3689
0.4245
0.4207
0.3027
0.3034
0.5390
0.3888
0.4241
0
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1M
2M
3M
4M
5M
6M
7M
8M
9M
10M
11M
12M

1
0.2655
0.4305
0.3986
0.3410
0.3736
0.3610
0.3446
0.3429
0.6052
0.4041
0.4885
0.2368

2
0.4335
0.0354
0.2771
0.4485
0.3604
0.3179
0.3892
0.5568
NC
0.3430
NC
0.4988

3
0.4213
0.2832
0.1176
0.5431
0.2960
0.3313
0.4882
0.4375
NC
0.3526
NC
0.4361

Table 5: Comparison to the mirror images
4
5
6
7
8
9
0.3215 0.2905 0.3244 0.3217 0.2914 0.5705
0.4393 0.3769 0.3162 0.3966 0.5595 NC
0.5257 0.1770 0.3069 0.5010 0.4365 NC
0.0690 0.4575 0.3638 0.2574 0.3816 0.4998
0.4660 0.2013 0.2028 0.4667 0.4100 NC
0.3570 0.1049 0.1892 0.3624 0.4151 NC
0.2235 0.4124 0.3477 0.1960 0.3404 0.6052
0.4012 0.4083 0.4105 0.3798 0.1514 0.3734
0.6267 NC
NC 0.6276 0.3781 0.2698
0.4453 0.2374 0.1450 0.4605 0.4187 NC
0.5416 NC
NC 0.5247 0.3128 0.1863
0.3245 0.3574 0.4293 0.3344 0.2460 0.5478

10
0.3994
0.3746
0.3554
0.4374
0.2745
0.0940
0.4579
0.5151
NC
0.2139
NC
0.3449

11
0.4680
NC
NC
0.5423
NC
NC
0.5332
0.3129
0.1673
NC
0.0500
0.4332

12
0.3076
0.5206
0.4322
0.3659
0.3867
0.4385
0.2790
0.3087
0.4829
0.3348
0.4236
0.0439

onsidered as a very important feature in the image. By omparing the
CSS image of the obje t, one an de ide how similar two obje t's boundary
ontours are. The CSS image is reated from the urvature of the ontour,
whi h is then en oded into a s ale spa e binary image.
The information from the s ale spa e binary image is then oded as an
MPEG-7 des riptor. It ould then be retrieved by any system whi h is
MPEG-7 ompatible. Mat hing of CSS images be omes the mat hing of
two CSS des riptors. By using e entri ity and ir ularity, the relatively different images an be ltered out. The remaining CSS des riptors will then be
ompared and a similarity measure M an be obtained. The value will depi t
how losely the two des riptors mat h, whi h implies how losely the CSS
images mat h, and hen e how losely the original obje ts' ontours mat h.
Future resear h plans in ludes:
1. Investigation of other relevant Des riptors to build up a des ription
s heme (DS) whi h is suitable for use with one or two sub- lasses of
medi al images. Identify the short omings of the urrent des ription
s heme and propose new des riptors or other methods su h as the integration of related metadata to ta kle the short omings.
2. Develop a hierar hi al ontent des ription and indexing method whi h
will permit the retrieval of images with ertain hara teristi s. Also,
the storage of the ontent des ription will be onsidered. Should the
des ription be in an individual visual frame, or just part of the des ription in an individual image, and the remainder be in a entral
database? Su h a problem must be solved to enable e e tive retrieval
of information.
3. A powerful and user-friendly intelligent query interfa e will be required
for the retrieval of omplex medi al information. Synergy of human
feedba k and omputer automati extra tion should be explored, as it
is re ognised that human feedba k will be an indispensable part for
an intelligent ontent-des ription interfa e for medi al purposes. Also,
fusion of textual and visual lues for ontent-based retrieval should be
investigated.
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